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ABSTRACT

A near-wall laser Doppler velocimeter approach is described
that relies on a beam-turning probe which makes possible the direct
measurement of the crossflow velocity at a grazing incidence and the

placement of optical components close to the flow region of interest
regardless of test facility size. Other important elements of the

approach are the use of digital frequency processing and an optically
smooth measurement surface, and observation of the sensing volume
at 90 °. The combination has been found to dramatically reduce
noise-in-signal effects caused by surface light scattering. Turbulent
boundary-layer data to within 20 gm (y+ _=1) of the surface are

presented which illustrate the potential of the approach.

INTRODUCTION

As a result of the advances that have taken in place in computa-

tional fluid dynamics, there is an increasing need for near-wall turbu-
lent Reynolds su'ess data to aid in the development and validation of
turbulence models for Reynolds-averaged, Navier-Stokes solution

methods. The near-wall Reynolds sness development is especially
not well understood for turbulent flows that are three-dimensional in

the mean and that have regions of separation. To effect improve-

ments in the prediction of skin-friction and heat transfer, data within
the viscous sublayer are needed.

In the measurement of these near-wall turbulent Reynolds
suesses, laser Doppler velocimetry (LDV) has numerous advantages

over hot-wire anemometry. This is especially true for those Reynolds
suesses which involve the fluctuating velocity component normal to

the surface. However, the scattering of laser light by the wall can

severely limit how close LDV measurements can be made to the
wall. To minimize the effects of surface light scattering, near-wall

measurements have usually been attempted with the incident laser
beams at a grazing incidence to the surface. Under these conditions,
accurate measurements of the crossflow velocity, w, become difficult
because of constraints on optical access. Another difficulty with

conventional LDV is that near-wall measurement capabilities gen-
erally deteriorate as the size of the test facility increases (i.e., as the

flow region of interest becomes farther removed from the sending

and collecting lenses).
With these factors in mind, Johnson and Abrahamson (1989)

proposed an optical arrangement which consisted of a beam-turning

probe used in conjunction with a transparent test wall and digital

frequency processing. With this approach they were able to measure
the mean velocities U, V, W, and the Reynolds normal suesses,
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<uu>, <vv>, and <ww> to within 0.15 mm of the wall in a wind tun-

nel wall boundary layer (Re 0 -=2000).
Since the study of Johnson and Abrahamson, modifications to

the optics have been made which have resulted in substantial

improvements in near-wall measurement performance. Where, pre-

viously, 150 _.m was the closest that measurements could be made to

the wall (because of the effects of surface light scattering), now mea-

surements as close as 20 gm are found to be possible.

In this paper, the reasons for the superior near-wall performance

of this new LDV approach are described. Also described is a

swaighfforward way of determining the sensing volume distance to
the surface, It turns out that the features of the optical arrangement
which reduce the effects of surface light scattering, also facilitate the
accurate determination of distance from the surface.

New near-wall turbulence data (within 20 grn of the surface)

are presented for the wind tunnel wall boundary layer of Johnson and
Abrahamson (1989). These data illustrate the current near-wall

capabilities of the instrument. To facilitate the measurement of the

Reynolds shear stresses, -.<uv>, -<wv>, and -<wu>, a new way of
making simui_neous mulfivelocity component measurements has

been proposed by Johnson (1990). This technique is briefly
discussed.

DISCUSSION OF LDV TECHNIQUE

Background
Variations on the concept of using a beam-turning probe in con-

junction with a transparent wall are illustrated in fig. 1. The use of
fiber optics for transporting the laser light to the sending lens, as

shown in fig. 1, could have some distinct advantages. However, the

present arrangement uses fiber optics only to transport the collected
scattered light to the photodetector (fig. la).

As seen from fig. 1, the beam-turning probe allows the sending

and receiving lens to be placed very close to the flow region of inter-

est. Thus, small and relatively inexpensive lenses can be used to
form tightly focused beam waists and to collect light over a large
solid angle. As a result, small submicron-sized particles can be
sensed even with sidescatter light collection. A very shor_ sensing

volume and effective spatial filtering of surface-scattered light result
because of sidescatter.

Two orthogonal velocity components could be measured with

any of the arrangements shown in fig. 1 and a dual-color, four-beam
matrix arrangement. Three-velocity component measm'_ments can be
obtained by pointing the beam-turning probe in two different direc-

tions. Referring to fig. la, with the flow coming out of the paper, the
Reynolds stresses <uu>, <vv>, and --<uv> can be measured. Then

with the laser beams redirected so the flow is left to right in fig-
ure la, the Reynolds stresses <ww>, <vv>, and -<wv> can be mea-

sured. A third direction would be needed for the Reynolds seress
-<wu>. Alternatively, a dual-probe configuration such as shown in

fig. 2, could be used to simultaneously measure u, v, and w.



ExperimentalDetails
Presently, the full optical layout is similar to that illustrated in

fig. 3. The Bragg cell performs the dual function of bearn splitter and

frequency shifter (40 MHz). Laser power is nominally 0.3 W. The
probe is a 6-mm metal rod with a mirror mounted on its end. In

fig. 4, a closeup of the probe, the measurement surface, and the
lenses is shown. Details A and B will be referred to later in the

paper.

Consideration of probe diameter versus measurement distance

from the probe places a lower bound on the fringe spacing. Thus,
how small the sensing volume diameter can be is determined by how

few fringes,N, arenecessaryforacceptablemeasurementaccuracies.
ExperiencetodatesuggeststhatN can be considerablysmallerfor

digitalfrequencysignalprocessingthanforperiodcountersignal

processing.Currently,N _=4 and theI/e2 beam diameter,do,based
on Gaussianbeam calculationsis32 gin.

As a sidenote,thepossibilityofoperatingwithjusta few

fringeswithinthesensingvolume hasimportantimplicationsfor

high-speedflows.Ofteninhigh-speedapplicationsthefringespac-
ingand,accordingly,thesensingvolume diameterhas tobe

increasedsoas nottoexceedfrequencylimitssetby thephotodetec-

tor.If N can be keptsmall,however,a relativelylargefringespac-

ingcan be usedand stillthesensingvolume diametercan be quite

small.For thecurrentarrangement,theDopplerfrequencyshift

would be an acceptable40 blHz (thedigitizationratewould needto
be atleast100 IvlHz)at U,,,= 320 rrdsec(IVlachI)eventhoughthe

sensingvolume isonly32 l.unindiameter.

The lightcollectionopticshave(I)a solidviewingangleof

= _/4 (I/1.6)2;(2)a magnificationfactor,M, of4;and (3)a

600-_tm-diameteraperture.The grazingangle,a, isapproximately
4°and thewindow is6-ram-thickopticalqualityglass.

The opticalparametersarcnotsubstantiallydifferentfrom those

usedby Johnson and Abrahamson.The majordifferencesare

(I)glassinsteadofplexiglassasthewindow material,(2)a beam
waisthalfaslarge,(3)acollectionsolidangletwiceas large,and

(4)a magnificationof4 insteadofunity.The effectsofthese

changestakenindividuallyhavenot beenexamined,butasmen-

tionedearlier,thenear-wallperformanceof thecur_ntconfiguration

issubstantiallyimproved.

A comn_reiallyavailabledigitalfrequencyprocessorisused

which has a digitizationrateof40 MHz, a 256-pt.recordlength,and
an g-bitresolution.The unitallowsfora variableSNR validationcri-

terionand forrecordingboththetimerecordand thefastFourier
transform(FFT).Afterhigh-passfiltering(>I0blI-Izpassed),the

photodetector signals are downmixed to a frequency more compara-

ble to the Doppler frequency associated with the free-sueam veloc-
ity, U,..

The lower wall boundary layer of the high Reynolds number

pilot channel at NASA Ames Research Center has been used as the
test flow. The tests have been conducted with a nominal free-stream

velocity of 20 m/see and with a Re0 of approximately 2000. Seed

particles are low-viscosity silicone oil droplets produced by an
airbrush.
Determinationof Distancefrom the Surface

A way oflocatingthesensingvolume relativetothemeasure-
ment surfacewillfu'stbe described.Thisdiscussionwillaidinthe

laterconsiderationofnear-wallsignalquality.

Determiningthedistancefrom thesurfaceoftheLDV sensing

volume isnotnecessarilyeasy.Innear-wallstudies,forexample,

proceduressuchastheextrapolationofvelocities[Leprinceand

Riethmuller(1986)]or fittingtothelaw of thewall[Barlowand
Johnston(1985)]havebeenusedtoestablishdistancef-romthesur-

face.Obviously,a directmeans would be preferable.

Infig.4,DetailA, thesensingvolume isshown interceptingand

reflectingfrom thefrontsurfaceof theglasswindow. Depictedin

planview,inDetailA, istheellipticalspo_producedatthewindow
surfaceasa resuhof thediffuse-scatteringoflaserlight.The magni-

fiedimage of thisspot,formedatthefiber-opticpinhole,willbe
referredtoasthesurfaceimage and isshown inplanview in

DetailB. Becauseof thegrazingincidence,thespotformedon the

window surface is highly elongated. The surface image has the same

elongated shape as the spot as a result of the 90" observation angle.
In forward scatter or backscatter, the surface image would appear to

be circular. If the surface scattering results from small and

homogeneous surface irregularities, the intensity distribution of the
surface image should have a Gaussian distribution given by

iCtioe-kkro) t ro )j (1)

If the pinhole diameter, D, is small compared to the length of
the "surface image," Mdo/sinct, a determination of the location of
the laser beams relative to the surface can thus be made by monitor-

ing the output of the photodetector as the laser beams art displaced
normal to the surface (the y-direction). Note that the displacement

Ay of the laser beams results in an image displacement of
A_. = Ay M/tan ct at the pinhole. Shown in fig. 5 is a plot of

photodetector output voltage versus y obtained in this way. As seen
from this figure, a good replication of the incident laser beam

intensity distribution is realized. The accuracy of this surface

imaging approach will depend on the size of do, the quality of the
window surface, and the imaging capabilities of the light-collection

lens. For the example of fig. 5, an accuracy of :L-0.25 do in locating

the surface appears reasonable.
When considering distances as small as, say, 10 v.m in wind

tunnel environments, other factors affecting accuracy (such as vibra-
tion) must be taken into consideration. Such effects could be moni-

tored with this surface imaging approach. Even the dynamic move-

ment of the sensing volume could be determined. These possibilities
have not been fully explored. In the runs to date, alignment has been

performed before starting the wind tunnel and then reconfirmed after

tunnel startup by visually inspecting the surface image position rela-
tive to the pinhole. With the present apparatus, experience has shown

that visually centering the surface image relative to the pinhole gives
accuracies similar to those obtained through a photodetector output

profile. A more rigid arrangement could favorably alter this finding.
Near.Wall Signal Considerations

The use of an optically smooth (i.e., smooth compared to the

wavelength of light) measurement surface appears to be essential for
very-near-wall LDV applications. The idea of the surface imaging
approach to determine distance to the wall was driven by the fact that
the spot formed on the window surface was not bright to the eye. In

fact, even with the pinhole aligned on the surface image and the laser

at 0.3 W, the scattered fight leaving the light-collecting fiber cable
was too small to be detected with a laser power meter (20-I.tW full-

scale range). An estimated value of 0.3 I.tW was subsequently

arrived at from the photomultiplier tube output and "typical" tube
characteristics quoted by the manufacturer. Based on estimates from

Mie scattering tables and the given optical parameters (no losses),
this amount of light power is about that which would be expected to
be collected from light scattering by a submicron particle.

That the amount of surface-scattered light reaching the photode-

tector could be reduced to such tow levels was not recognized at the
start of the study. Furthermore, the amount of surface-scattered light

collected diminishes quickly as the laser beams an: displaced from
the surface (see fig. 5). A confLrmation of the low amount of surface

scattering was made by comparing the peak voltages of single-parti-

cle signals with the dc voltage recorded with the sensing volume at

y=0.
Two digital frequency processor signal recordings are shown in

fig. 6. The record in fig. 6a is from a moving particle with the center

of the sensing volume 20 p.m from the surface. The record in fig. 6b

is from surface scattering with the center of the sensing volume on
the surface. Except for this difference in y location and a difference
in threshold level, the signals of fig. 6a and 6b were obtained under

identical conditions (i.e., laser power, photodetector input voltage,
etc.). The threshold level had to be lowered to trigger on the surface
light scattering.

The low SNR signal of fig. 6b is characteristic of the surface-
scattering signals observed so far. Evidently, the surface signal
results from light scattering by a large number of small surface



irregularities.In this case, variations in phase result in a loss in signal

fidelity.
The expected scenario was that the photodetector output would

become saturated as a result of diffuse reflections as the wall was

approached, making particle detection impossible. This does not

happen. But a problem can arise which is analogous to that con-

fronted when fluorecent particles are used as light scatterers. In that
ease, the surface is invisible to the photodetector until particles begin

to deposit on the surface. In the present case, there is the possibility
of the signal processor locking onto a signal generated by particle
which has become attached to the surface. Unlike the case of surface

scattering, however, a very clean sine wave results.
The particle-deposition problem is considered mainly an incon-

venience or nuisance. Usually it is found that sufficient near-wall

data can be obtained before a particle is deposited within the field of

view. And there are a number of indicators when the processor does
lock onto a stationary particle. For example, the data rate increases

dramatically and a narrow spike at zero velocity results in the pdf.

Also, since the mattered light levels are of the same order as those

produced by particles in the flow, attached particles are not detected
once the sensing volume is a few beam radii away from the surface.

Leprince and Riethmuller (1986) in their application of LDV to
the measurement of turbulent boundary-layer skin friction also found
with plexiglass as the measurement surface that the surface 5ght

scattering never became so large as to prevent measurements. How-
ever, in their study, a long sensing volume due to forward scatter and
period-counter signal processing resulted in near-wall ambiguities.

Some Near-Wall Results
In figures 7 and 8, new results for the wind tunnel wall bound-

ary layer previously investigated are presented which illustrate just
how close to the surface turbulence measurements can be made with

the present setup. The results are plotted using inner-layer scaling,
and the notation u' = <uu> 1/'2 is used. One viscous wall unit (y* = 1)

corresponds to a physical distance of approximately 19 lain, To place
the ordinate scaling into perspective, consider that AU + = 1 corre-

sponds to a velocity increment of 0.04 U, as does A(u'/U,) = 1

and A(v'/U. r) = 1. No results are shown for the crossflow velocity

component, but measurements of w just as close to the surface

should be possible. (Johnson and Abraharnson (1989) found the
measurement of w to be no more difficult than the measurement of u

and v.)
The U results are compared to the theory of van Driest (1956).

Included in fig. 7 are previously obtained pitot tube results. The
overshoot in the data in the region of y+ = 20 is a characteristic of
the flow, having been observed in both LDV and pitot tube surveys.
This overshoot is accompanied by an undershoot near a y+ of 100.
A skin-friction value of 0.0036 was obtained independendy by two-
point LDV measurements of dU/dy in the sublayer and by a Clauser

fit of pitot tube data.

The u' and v' results are compared with the LDV water tunnel
results of Karisson and Johansson (1988), and Barlow and Johnston

(1985); and the numerical simulation results of Spalart (1988). Inci-
dentally, the flee-stream velocities were two orders of magnitude
lower in the water tunnel studies and the sublayers were substantially
thicker.

A data sample size of 1000 was used and no corrections were

made for sampling bias effects. As discussed by Leprince and
Riethmuller (1986), measurement errors due to sampling bias for a

zero pressure gradient boundary layer, such as this, should be small
compared to the other possible sources of measurement error. The

flow was very sparsely seeded, with average data rates being only

about 20/sec. The sample size of 1000 equates to a 95% confidence

interval of 4.5% for u' and v'. This uncertainty level is indicated in
fig. 8 for the maximum measured values of u' and v'.

Some of the data scatter near U'mlx and v_nas is likely caused
by flow-field variations from run to run. However, much of the data
scatter in U and u' near the surface is the result of small errors in

locating the surface. For example, it is evident from figs. 7 and 8 that

the actual y distance was consistently larger than the indicated value
for Run 471. The accuracy of locating the surface is estimated at

4-10 gm (1/2 division for y+ up to 10) or approximately :[0.25 do

as mentioned earlier. Better y repeatability would require a more

rigid setup and translation stages with better resolution (the
micrometer minor division was 10 }am). The lower rate of change

with distance of v' makes its measurement less sensitive to y
uncertainties.

At y+ --- 3, v'lU, was measured to be as low as 0.4%. This

suggests that the digital frequency processor even with as few as four

fringes in the sensing volume can resolve very-low-velocity fluctua-
tion levels.

At a distance of 20 p.m from the surface, the effects of spatial

averaging cannot be ignored. Recall that the estimated l/e 2 beam

diameter was 32 p.m. This corresponds to a do+ = 1.7 for this flow.

Also, the sensing volume is about 150 _m long and incfined at an

angle of 4 °. This adds an additional 10 p.m to the sensing volume

height. So, in affect, for y = 20 v.m, the lower edge of the sensing
volume is on the surface. In comparison, the estimated sensing vol-

ume diameter in terms of viscous wall units for the Karlsson and

Johansson study was do+= 0.5 (the sublayer was nearly eight dines
thicker).

The larger measured values for u' near the wall as compared to

Spalart's simulations and the data of Karlsson and Johansson are
largely the result of spatial averaging. Similar effects are not seen in
U since it is linear in this region. The v fluctuations, on the other

hand, are too small in this region for spatial averaging effects to be

noticeable.
The u' measurement errors associated with spatial averaging

are shown to be consistent with an "effective" sensing volume

diameter of about 20 p.m in fig. 9. In this figure, u'AJ is plotted ver-

sus y'_. Included in the figure is a theoretical curve (the formula is

given in the figure) for what the apparent value, (u'AJ)m, should be

as a result of spatial averaging, given that u'AJ = c and that the
"effective" sensing volume l/e 2 radius is ZR. In the limit as y

approaches zero, u']U must approach a constant. Spalart's simula-
tions and the data of Karlsson and Johansson suggest a wall value of

0.4. This value may vary somewhat from flow to flow, but probably

not by more than 10%. The curve shown in fig. 9 is for u'AJ = 0.4

and z_=l.
The formula given in fig. 9 was derived using an analysis simi-

lar to that of Bariow and Johnston (1985). In the present case, the
effect of variations in both U and u' across the sensing volume are

taken into account (possible sampling bias effects were neglected).

The quantity zR reflects the extent of spatial averaging of the over-
all measurement process. It need not necessarily be equal to the
dimensions given by the intensity distribution of the incident laser .

light. However, in the present case these two distances are nearly the

same. The error in u'/U drops quickly as y becomes large compared

to ZR (e.g., for y = zR, 2zR, and 4zR, the corresponding error in

u'AJ is 70%, 19%, and 6%, respectively).

In many LDV applications, the minimum measurement distance

from the surface is so large because of surface-light scattering that

spatial averaging is not of concern. This is not true of the present

approach even though the effective sensing volume diameter is only

40 tam.
Simultaneous Multivelocity Component Measurements

It was first planned to measure -<uv> and -<wv> (the most
important stresses for thin, three-dimensional shear layer,s) by rolling

the Bragg cell and taking a series of measurements at different cell

orientations, the complications associated with a dual-color approach
thus being avoided. Then came the revelation which becomes obvi-
ous once described.

The general perception in the LDV field is that a separate pro-
cessor is needed for each velocity component. This perception is pri-
marily due to the popularity of the counter-type processor. Johnson
(1990) proposed to use frequency shifting for channel isolation and
then to perform a frequency analysis of the composite signal instead

of trying to separate out each velocity component using elecuonic

filtering prior to signal processing as is conventionally done. From
the frequency spectnam of the composite signal, the Doppler fre-

quency shifts of the two or three velocity components are easily

determinable. Only one photodetector and one signal processor are
needed even for simultaneous three-velocity component measure-

ments.Also,by usingthetwo-dimensionalBragg cellapproach



introduced by Farmer and Hornkohl (1973), a self-aligning optical
arrangement is possible for simultaneous two-velocity component
mcasurernc fits.

The major disadvantage of the approach is that the effective
dynamic range of the digital frequency processor is reduced in pro-
portion to the number of simultaneous velocity components to be
measured.

The time record and the corresponding FFT of a single-particle,

two-velocity component Doppler signal burst using this approach is

shown in fig. 10. Modifications are currently being made to the digi-

tal frequency processor so that it can better treat this type of

multiple-frequency signal.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper the ingredients have been assembled for a simple
but effective way to measure all of the turbulent Reynolds stresses
close to a solid surface (including those stresses which involve the

cross-flow velocity component, w).

The important findings of the present study regarding this near-

wall LDV approach are:
(1) Diffuse reflections need not limit how close measurements can

be made to a solid surface if the surface is optically smooth.

(2) Even when aligned on the surface image created by the laser

light striking the surface, the mattered light at the photodetector
can be less than that from a submicron particle.

(3) The surface image can be used to accurately locate the sensing
volume relative to the surface.

(4) Surface light-scattering signals have substantially lower SNRs
than single-particle signals.

(5) Care must be taken so as not to include measurements from

particles attached to the measurement surface.
(6) Digital signal processing allows accurate frequency

measurements even when the number of fringes in the sensing
volume is small.

(7) At distances a few sensing volume radii from the surface, the

effects of spatial averaging need to be considered.
In this paper boundary layer turbulence data as close as 20 lain

from the surface have been presented in an airflow with a nominal
free-stream velocity of 20 m/see. There is no reason why, with the
current approach, similar performances could not be achieved in a
much larger test facifity and at substantially higher velocities.

The near-wall turbulent-flow database is extremely lacking for

complex three-dimensional turbulent flows. It is hoped that some of

the ideas put forth in this paper will help to improve this situation.
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Figure 8. Streamwise and vertical fluctuation levels (inner-layer
scaling used).
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